
 
 

Job Title:  Senior Underwriter-Motor 
Department: UD- Retail 

Job Summary 
 

The Senior Underwriter - Motor coordinates with the Sales Cluster, Underwriting Cluster, and the Motor Claims 

Cluster with regards to Motor Technical Underwriting, Motor Processing and Motor Monitoring/ Analysis. 

Main Responsibilities 
▪ Provide Technical Motor Assistance to the Motor Team with regards to risk assessment under a set limit. 

▪ Provide Technical Reviews to internal customers as regards to TBA motor quotation and motor queries 

under a set limit. 

▪ Market Monitoring based on feedback from Social Network and Internal/External Sources. 

▪ Monitor Motor Non-Fleet Renewal List as regards to loss ratio above 60% and provide UWM Reviews 

based on Customer profile and claims status. 

▪ Monitor Motor Fleet Renewal List as regards to loss ratio above 72% and provide UWM Reviews based 

on Claims Status. 

▪ Analyze special cases and provide Assistant Manager with a preview on status of the motor policy. 

▪ Coordinate with Sales Cluster and Claims Cluster. 

▪ Maintain set KPI to ensure continuity within business relationship. 

▪ Develop Business Relationship towards Sales Cluster and Motor Partners, by means of Motor Technical 

Solutions. 

▪ Provide Technical knowledge to junior staffs while grooming towards analytic underwriting reviews and 

decision making. 

▪ Develop processing skills on GIIS platform and guide junior staffs towards word and excel platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Job Requirements 
▪ HSC  

▪ CII would be an advantage. 

▪ Above 3 Years of relevant work experience. 

▪ Communication and Interpersonal skills. 

▪ Good Underwriting skill. 

▪  knowledge of insurance and underwriting principles, practices, and procedures.  

 

Interested candidates are requested to send their CV with reference 2021GSUM Senior Underwriter-Motor as subject on 

recruitment@mua.mu. 

 

The company reserves the right to call only the best qualified candidates for the selection exercises. 
Applications received after the closing date might not be considered. 

The company also reserves the right not to proceed with the vacancies. 


